Signs and Wonders
On the Day of Pentecost, Peter stood with the eleven and preached to the crowds in Jerusalem.
Acts 2:17 “In the last days,” God says, “I will pour out my Spirit on all
people” …
Acts 2:19 I will show wonders in the heaven above and signs on the
earth below, blood and fire and billows of smoke …
Acts 2:20 The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood
before the coming of the great and glorious day of the Lord.
Peter is quoting the prophet Joel …
Joel 2:31 The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood
before the coming of the great and dreadful day of the LORD.
Note: 1. These signs are portents of judgment
2. Definition of portent: A sign or warning that a momentous
3. or calamitous event is likely to happen.
3. The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood
4. before the coming … It is a WARNING

TWO-FOLD PURPOSE
Genesis 1:14 And God said, "Let there be LIGHTS in the expanse of
the sky to separate the day from the night, and let them serve as
SIGNS to mark seasons and days and years.”

Some Examples:
1. Darkness in Egypt
Exodus 10:21-22 The LORD said to Moses, "Stretch out your hand toward the sky so that darkness
will spread over Egypt - darkness that can be felt." So Moses stretched out his hand toward the sky,
and total darkness covered all Egypt for three days.





Was it a Total Eclipse?1
It lasted for three days
Supernatural Event
A Portent of Judgment on Egypt

Exodus 10:23 No one could see anyone else or leave his place for three days. Yet all the Israelites
had light in the places where they lived.
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Actually, it is not technically possible for a total eclipse of the sun to take place at the time of a full moon (i.e. Passover)

AT PASSOVER

JUDGMENT OF EGYPT
DEATH OF THE FIRSTBORN SON

2. The Death of Jesus
Note: At Passover
The Death of the Firstborn Son
Judgment of Sin
2 Corinthians 5:21 God made him who had no sin to be sin for us,
so that in him we might become the righteousness of God.
Mark 15:33 At the sixth hour darkness came over the whole land
until the ninth hour.





Was it a Total Eclipse?2
It lasted for three hours
Supernatural Event
The Fulfilment of Prophecy

Amos 8:9-10 "In that day," declares the Sovereign LORD, “I will make the sun go down at noon3 and
darken the earth in broad daylight. I will make that time like mourning for an only son and the end of it
like a bitter day.”
This verse connects this prophecy with the event described by Zechariah
Zechariah 12:10 They will look on me, the one they have pierced, and they will mourn for him as one
mourns for an only child …
This was fulfilled at the crucifixion.4
John 19:36-37 These things happened so that the scripture would be fulfilled … "They will look on
the one they have pierced."
The darkness was a portent of judgment against sin and eventually the nation.
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Actually, it is not technically possible for a total eclipse of the sun to take place at the time of a full moon (i.e. Passover)
th
The day began at 6am; therefore, noon is equivalent to the 6 hour.
4
This prophetic motif will be repeated in the full context of Zechariah chapter 12 which is still future.
3

Amos 9:1 I saw the Lord standing by the altar, and he said: "Strike the
tops of the pillars so that the thresholds shake. Bring them down on the
heads of all the people … Those who are left I will kill with the sword. Not
one will get away, none will escape.”
Jesus said …
Luke 21:22,24 This is the time of punishment in fulfilment of all that has
been written … They will fall by the sword and will be taken as prisoners
to all the nations.
Luke 21:24-25 Jerusalem will be trampled on by the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled ... AND
there shall be signs in the Sun AND in the Moon AND in the stars …

Certain Christian Zionists such as John Hagee and Mark
Biltz have made a great deal of the coming tetrad of lunar
eclipses over the next two years. As dispensationalists (a
theology which I totally reject), they see these signs as a
possible indication of an imminent rapture and a warning to
Israel. I reject all of this. I believe that the signs may be
portents of judgment against the US and the EU. For
example, the only eclipse that will be seen in Israel (only
partial) is the final lunar eclipse of 28th September 2015.

Bill Koenig has catalogued natural disaster
in the US with the pressure applied by the
American Administration on the Israeli
government to make concessions.
I believe the blood red moons MIGHT BE a
warning to America and the EU.

Isaiah 34:8 For the LORD has a day of vengeance, a year of retribution, to uphold Zion's cause.
The Sun will be turned to Darkness: The Solar Eclipse








This eclipse will occur on the first day of the Biblical
Biblical year in 2015
The path of totality is the North Atlantic
The best place to view is the Faroe Islands
A partial solar eclipse will be seen over most of
Northern Europe
A portent of judgment for Northern Europe?
“Something IS about to change” but WHAT?
The Lord took me on a Journey

The Solar Lull (the Sun has gone to sleep)!
The video clip is available on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lw75-7QC1cA
Solar activity is approaching an all-time low. The
last time that this happened to the current extent
was in the middle of the 17th Century when
Northern Europe was in what has been described
as a mini-Ice Age.

This lack of solar activity is known as the Maunder minimum and was named after the astronomer
who detected the virtual absence of sun spots. We are approaching something very similar and we
need to be prepared for unbelievably harsh winters.5
5
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As I was finalizing this document (Sunday 27 April), I got an email from a friend with a link describing the unprecedented ice
coverage over the Great Lakes (see http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-2613447/Is-spring-EVER-going-arrive-Nasareveals-new-pictures-Lake-Superior-covered-record-breaking-layer-ice.html).

Solar activity has peaks and troughs. Another low was called the Dalton minimum and this occurred
200 years ago although it was less severe than the Maunder minimum. However, during this period,
the river Thames froze solid every winter. It lasted for decades.

A Change in the Gulf Stream
The Gulf Stream, together with its northern extension towards Europe, the North Atlantic Drift, is a
powerful, warm, and swift Atlantic Ocean current that originates at the tip of Florida, and follows the
eastern coastlines of the United States and Newfoundland before crossing the Atlantic Ocean. There
is consensus that the climate of Western Europe and Northern Europe is warmer than it would
otherwise be due to the North Atlantic drift, one of the branches from the tail of the Gulf Stream. 6
The maintenance of the Gulf Stream depends on its re-circulation. An interesting program on this is to
be found on YouTube (not shown in talk): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SyAEucg6teg
The re-circulation of the Gulf Stream is affected by the ocean’s salinity. This is being reduced by the
melting of ice in the Polar Regions which is probably due to global warming. The melting ice is
dumping vast quantities of fresh water into the oceans thus reducing salinity. This is causing the Gulf
Stream to shift.7
If (and it is a big if) the Gulf Stream was to move
south, it might bring warm moist air to Northern and
Western Africa and possibly the Middle East.
There is also a prophetic expectation of climate
change in the Middle East. For example,
Isaiah 41:18 I will turn the desert into pools of
water, and the parched ground into springs.
Note: A shifting Gulf Stream will compound the
effects of the Solar Lull to bring extremely harsh
winters to the USA and Northern Europe.
.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Stream
This scientific fact was used as the basis of the disaster movie “The Day after Tomorrow”.

A Change in the Jet Stream8
A video clip is available on YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_yb--KyImE
The changing Polar Jet Stream is the explanation for the
severe weather experienced in the UK during this winter.

Extreme Weather Conditions in the USA

Snow on the East Coast
Extreme Weather Conditions in Australia
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jet_stream

Draught on the West Coast
Draught in Sri Lanka

The Climate of the World is definitely changing







Global Warming and the Melting Ice Caps
A Change/Disruption in the Gulf Stream bringing warm moist air
to Northern Europe
A Change to the Jet Stream bringing extreme weather conditions
to the USA and Northern Europe
The dramatic reduction in Solar Activity which might lead to a new Ice Age which
will have significant impact in the USA and Northern Europe
All the Eclipses over the next two years MIGHT be Portents of Judgment
on the Enemies of Israel (particularly USA and the EU)
This Judgment may have been invited (not mentioned in yesterday’s talk)

The Closing Ceremony of the Paralympic Games in London on September 9th 2012
In an astonishing pagan ceremony, former army medic and whisky promoter Rory MacKenzie spoke
words from a Druid ritual composed by Philip Shallcrass (known as ‘Greywolf’ in the British Druid
Order) and Emma Restall Orr (‘Bobcat’). The ceremony was broadcast live to 750 million people
worldwide during the closing ceremony of the London 2012 Paralympics.9
These were the words of the demonic incantation:
‘I call upon the spirit of Autumn. The spirit of water, of the ebb and flow of emotion; of open seas and running
streams, of cleansing rain; spirit of the evening sun, of twilight and of Autumn. ‘I call upon the spirit of Winter.
The spirit of earth, of the womb of creation; of the night and the snows of winter, deep roots and ancient stones.
‘I call upon the spirit of Spring. The spirit of air, the breath of life; of sunrise, and of new life and of new
growth. ‘I call upon the Spirit of Summer. The spirit of fire, of energy of passion; spirit of the noonday sun, the
heat of summer, vitality and abundance.’ My friends, let the festival commence!
Is it my imagination, but can you see a demonic presence hovering over the proceedings in the
amazing picture above?
9

http://www.christianvoice.org.uk/index.php/2014feb17water/

An Invitation for Judgment is not without precedent (not mentioned yesterday)
Matthew 27:24-25 When Pilate saw that he was getting nowhere, but that instead an uproar was
starting, he took water and washed his hands in front of the crowd. "I am innocent of this man's
blood," he said. "It is your responsibility!” All the people answered, "Let his blood be on us and on our
children.”
Luke 21:23-25 How dreadful it will be in those days for pregnant women and nursing mothers! There
will be great distress in the land and wrath against this people. They will fall by the sword and will be
taken as prisoners to all the nations. Jerusalem will be trampled on by the Gentiles until the times of
the Gentiles are fulfilled … AND there shall be signs in the Sun AND in the Moon AND in the stars …
All this Pre-figures the Final Judgment
Joel 3:1-2 In those days and at that time, when I restore the fortunes of Judah and Jerusalem, I will
gather all nations and bring them down to the Valley of Jehoshaphat. There I will enter into judgment
against them concerning my inheritance, my people Israel for they scattered my people and divided
up my land.
The Seals of Revelation

The First Four Seals

The Fifth Seal

The first four are the horsemen of the apocalypse.10





White Horse
Red Horse
Black Horse
Pale Horse

Deception
Warfare
Famine
Death and Devastation

Jesus said EXACTLY the same things in EXACTLY the same order.11
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Are they beginning to ride?
See Matthew 24:4-14 Jesus answered: "Watch out that no one deceives you. For many will come in my name, claiming, 'I am the
Christ,' and will deceive many. You will hear of wars and rumors of wars, but see to it that you are not alarmed. Such things must
happen, but the end is still to come. Nation will rise against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. There will be famines and
earthquakes in various places. All these are the beginning of birth pains.
11

The fifth seal are the martyrs under the altar
Revelation 6:9-10 When he opened the fifth seal, I saw under the altar the souls of those who had
been slain because of the word of God and the testimony they had maintained. They called out in a
loud voice, "How long, Sovereign Lord, holy and true, until you judge the inhabitants of the earth and
avenge our blood?”
Believers across the world will experience great tribulation and distress. The Lord tells them to wait a
little longer
Revelation 6:12-13 I watched as he opened the sixth seal. There was a great earthquake. The sun
turned black like sackcloth made of goat hair, the whole moon turned blood red, and the stars in the
sky fell to earth, as late figs drop from a fig tree when shaken by a strong wind.
The sixth seal is THE portent of final judgment. Jesus said exactly the same thing. For example:
Matthew 24:29 Immediately after the distress of those days12 the
sun will be darkened, and the moon will not give its light; the stars
will fall from the sky, and the heavenly bodies will be shaken.
Luke 21:25-27 There will be signs in the sun, moon and stars, On
the earth, nations will be in anguish and perplexity at the roaring
and tossing of the sea. Men will faint from terror, apprehensive of
what is coming on the world, for the heavenly bodies will be
shaken. At that time they will see the Son of Man coming in a
cloud with power and great glory.
Luke 21:28 When these things begin to take place, stand up and lift up your heads, because
your redemption is drawing near.
Conclusion
On the Day of Pentecost, the Apostle Peter stood with the eleven and declared:
Acts 2:19-21 I will show wonders in the heaven above and signs on the earth below, blood and fire
and billows of smoke. The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of
the great and glorious day of the Lord.
The Greek word translated GLORIOUS is

e)pifanh transliterated epiphanea.
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Then you will be handed over to be persecuted and put to death, and you will be hated by all nations because of me. At that time
many will turn away from the faith and will betray and hate each other, and many false prophets will appear and deceive many
people. Because of the increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold, but he who stands firm to the end will be saved. And
this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will come.
12
th
This is the opening of the 5 seal
13
From the Greek root we derive the English word “epiphany”. It has the meaning of manifestation or a shining forth.

Joel 2:31 The sun will be turned to darkness and the moon to blood before the coming of the
great and DREADFUL day of the LORD.
The Hebrew Words are

ar'ANh;w> lAdG"h

transliterated “ha-gadol v’ha-NORA”

translated “the great and terrible (or dreadful)”
GLORIOUS or DREADFUL
What is our Response?
But for both Joel and Peter …
Everyone who calls on the name of the LORD will be saved (Joel 2:32 and Acts 2:21)
Those days will bring an unprecedented opportunity for the Gospel.14
DREADFUL or GLORIOUS
But as for me …
Video Song: Glorious Day by Casting Crowns
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAbs8bNWL5U

Geoff Barnard
27th April 2014
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Matthew 24:12-14 Because of the increase of wickedness, the love of most will grow cold, 13 but he who stands firm to the end
will be saved. And this gospel of the kingdom will be preached in the whole world as a testimony to all nations, and then the end will
come.

